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Postage & Handling: $4.00
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*Include $3 for a full copy of the 2018-2021 catalog

Flying Focus Video Collective
3439 NE Sandy Blvd
Portland, OR 97212

Steven Roberts presents a tribute to April Adams, longtime associate of Flying Focus, in the "Twenty-Seventh Busiversary." (VB #109.7&8)

The Iran Nuclear Agreement: A Path to War? (parts 1&2)
At a forum in June 2018, two national and two local speakers give Portlanders their perspectives on President Trump’s decision to withdraw from the “nuclear deal” with Iran.

Kathy Kelly 2018: Human Stories of US Wars (parts 1&2)
Nobel Peace Prize nominee talks in Portland about people in Iraq, Afghanistan, Yemen and Gaza affected by US wars and calls for nonviolent action to make change.

Foreign Affairs: Middle East

Twenty-Seventh Busiversary (2017-2018) (parts 1&2)
FFVC volunteers come out from behind the cameras to introduce clips from the previous year’s shows, this time covering Video Bus #s 105.11-109.4. /streaming/ VB #109.7&8 $11
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Listed prices are suggested donations. Online streaming rights: $75 for individuals/non-profits or $125 for larger institutions. Additional donation is suggested.
Our group, Flying Focus Video Collective, has been using video as a tool for social change, voicing the voiceless, since 1991.

The shows in this catalog update were produced between July and December, 2018, using both Flying Focus and Open Signal/Portland Community Media equipment. Views expressed do not necessarily reflect those of OS/PCM, Flying Focus, nor any group or individual appearing on the programs. Full episodes, clips, and retrospective shows are available on our website and on YouTube. 50 clips and 53 full-length shows have garnered roughly 46,500 views.

This is the first insert for inclusion in our new 2018-2021 catalog, which you can find at www.flyingfocus.org, or we can send you a hard copy for a $3 donation. If you have a catalog, insert this behind the cover to create a full version.

Order DVDs (or VHS Tapes) for the same suggested donation: $8 for 30 minute shows, $11 for one hour shows, $14 for longer shows.

Streaming rights for full-length shows are available for $75 for individuals/non-profits or $125 for larger institutions.

Send your order and donation to:

Flying Focus Video Collective
3439 NE Sandy Blvd PMB #248
Portland, OR 97232 USA
(503) 321-5051 (voicemail/text)
(503) 239-7456 (office)
ffvc@flyingfocus.org (e-mail)
www.flyingfocus.org (web site)